THE TALE OF THE DARK CLOUD
by Cathy D. Slaght
Part IV – When Tom Cruise Looked Like an Idiot
All through school- all levels - Krystl had been subjected to merciless
bullying.
For one thing, Krystl was a terrible name for a BOY. It had labeled him as
WEIRD.
But beyond that, he had always been different. For one thing, he was a
MAJOR daydreamer. (Certain teachers even called him “the dreamer”which didn’t help AT ALL.)
Also, he was a total non-conformist. WHY, he would wonder (sometimes
out loud) did these teachers, many of whom seemed LOSERS in their own
lives, have the right to tell HIM how to think?
Was this the reason none of them had defended him from the almost
constant verbal and even physical abuse by the school bullies?
All he knew was that his life had ALWAYS been filled with misery,
loneliness, and yes, hopelessness.
Now matters would soon worsen: When his bridge assignment had come,
he had been a no-show.
There just wasn’t any other choice he could have made.
For one thing, he had been assigned to the Millau Viaduct in France. The
highest bridge in the world.

His heart STILL wasn’t behaving properly from the jump off the Empire
State Building. He was still hopeless, too, maybe even more so. Why jump
AGAIN? But the biggest reason he was a no-jump was that no one would
answer his questions.
To clarify- after having his TV hauled off (yes, he probably had mental
problems, too, listening to an apparition that told him to do that, but
whatever) he had started doing some research online.
That was how he’d discovered that even though “hopelessness” was being
promoted on the mainstream news as an epidemic it truly only seriously
affected people who were already like to die- namely the elderly and those
with serious comorbidities. All the rest had a situation that could be
resolved in much safer ways.
When he (somewhat hysterically) asked his doctor about this the answer
was “just jump off the bridge’.
“Is there paperwork to support jumping off buildings or bridges?” he had
asked. Again, the answer” just jump.”
He had persisted. “Are there any debates where we can hear both sides
concerning this? Scientific discussions? Are any doctors talking about all
the people who miss the safety nets? Remain hopeless? Develop PTSD? End
up with weird-beating hearts?”
And the final dismissal:” Why would I waste my time looking at real
numbers? The CDC isn’t raising any red flags. Go jump off that bridge
before it’s too late. You are getting yourself into serious trouble.”
And now, another sleepless night, and, for a second time, the apparition.
“No status here on earth, right? It was the same with me. I BUILT IBMlook it up for yourself- but when I began to question what was taught as
“solid truth”, I was ridiculed, rejected.
But think about this: those who question are very special individuals. They
are the KEYS to humanity’s future!

The truth is that we aren’t designed to live in a generic society that doesn’t
understand what to do except to follow all the rules. Most are brainwashed
into believing otherwise- that they should work as many hours as possible
and then come home and waste their time staring into an electronic box.
Speaking of which, congratulations on hauling off that TV! Now stop
staring into the computer so much.
BUT - you have passed a major test by refusing to jump off that bridge.
Now- for the next few days- repeat the following codes at every available
opportunity:
• Reclaim personal power 7308748
• Bring the truth into the Light 79674705
I’ll return when your voltage has risen a bit more.
And did you know you had a great deal in common with Tom Cruise? He
also was defamed for asking questions, doing his own research- now 17
years later it turns out he was right! Watch this tomorrow- just don’t
spend the whole day online• Youtube Video: “Tom Cruise VINDICATED For Viral Rant Against
Big Pharma – New Study” Video Link:
https://youtu.be/Os9IIVd72E8
With that, he faded away…saying softly “Cruise on…”
Stay tuned for part V

